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PART _ A

Answer ail the four questions. Each carries 1 mark.

1. Participant of the game is called

2. A vector with one erement 1 and aft other erements zero is

3. Input-output analysis assume

4. Duaf of the dual Lpp is

returns to scale.

K1.gu 1024

Max. Marks : 40

(4x1=4)

PART - B

Answer any 7 questions. Each carries 2 marks.

5. What is a transaction matrix ?

6. Define saddte point.

7. Explain the characteristics of dual Lpp.

8. Distinguish between static and dynamic input-output moder.

9' Distinguish between pure strategy and mixed strategy.

10. State any four assumptions of Lpp.

11. What are the limitations of game theory ?
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12' Explain the terms objective function, feasible region, slack variable and surplusvariable.

13. What is two person zero sum game ?

14. Exprain the fimitations of input-output anarysis.

PART - C

Answer any  questions. Each carries 3 marks.

15' Expfain the solution to a mixed strategy game through probability method.

16' What is input-output anarysis ? what are its uses ?

' 17' Formulate the mathematical modef to a generar rinear programming problem.

18' state the Hawkins-simon conditions for viability of an input-output system.

19. Solve graphically the foilowing Lpp :

Minimize 7=60Xr+ gQX,

Subject to 15X, + 7.5X2> 4S0

20X, + 4OX2> 1200

10X' + 4SX2> 900

X,t0,Xrt0

20. sorve the foilowing game by the principre of dominance.

(a 10 e 14)tl
110 11 B 121
[rg 12 14 rc)

21' Explain the various steps involved in solving an Lpp through simplexmethod' 
(4x3=12) 11
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PART - D
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Answer any 2 questions.'Each carries 5 marks.

22. Solve the following game problem graphically.

Player B

23. The input coefficient matrix and final demand of a three sector economy is given
below. Calculate output levels of the three sectors.

Player B., Bl B, B, 81

o.,( , -4 6 -3 5)
Ar[-3 4 -4 1 0)

(o.t o.4 o.r) r10)A=l 0.2 0 0.5 I B=l 20 
1(o.r 0.3 o.1 ) [soJ

24. Solve the following LPP by simplex method :

MaximiseZ-3X,*5& +4X"
Subject to 2X, + 3X, < 8

2X"+ 5X. i 10

SX, + ZXr+4Xa< 15
V-t'\v-/.tvn,)0,Xrt0,X.t0 (2x5=10)


